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ABSTRACT A Computerized Medical Image Processing (CMIP) method is proposed to address the current
challenges of optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA): 1) the need for observing the macula
vasculature concerning natural curvature of the macula region; 2) the need for generating OCTA frames at
successive small depths in all macula layers; and 3) the need for enhancing the visibility of blood vessels,
particularly below the outer retina region. The proposed CMIP method involves image preprocessing,
reconstruction, and enhancement stages. Twenty subjects were obtained from the OCTA500 dataset, which
was obtained from the OptoVue OCTA machine. The 20 subjects comprise the two OCTA fields of view
(FOV), right and left eyes (OD and OS), and five common macula disorders. The sequential enface OCTA
images at 5µmmacula depths were displayed. The presentation of themacula vasculature was enhanced at all
depths. The resulting new ophthalmic views enable: 1) avoiding the superimposition of macula vasculature
into a projection map; 2) enhancing the OCTA presentation of blood vessels; and 3) inspecting the macula’s
3D oval-shaped. The proposed CMIP method can generate sectional macula coronal views (MCV) for every
5µm depth, clarifying the macula’s curvature in a way that has not been presented in OCTA machines.
Therefore, ‘‘tracking’’ the 3D propagation of the blood vessel network at all macula depths becomes possible.
Furthermore, the blood vessels’ display at all macula depths, including the deep choroid layers, is enhanced.
The method yields futuristic ophthalmic advantages that would allow the physician to precisely inspect the
3D localization and diffusion of the macula disorders. The method is invariant to the OCTA’s FOVs, macula
disorder, and OD or OS eye.

INDEX TERMS Computerized medical image processing, optical coherence tomography angiography,
macula vasculature, image enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION
ComputerizedMedical Image Processing (CMIP) procedures
keep advancing [1]. Today, CMIP has ascertained a vital
role that helps physicians to determine the healthiness of
human anatomical constituents. For example, CMIP pro-
cedures allow physicians to inspect the three-dimensional

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Vishal Srivastava.

(3D) shape of the human tissues with robust visualization of
the junctures between physiological and pathological events,
which has efficiently improved the all-around understanding
and, thus, the diagnosis of the body parts in all medical
imaging systems (e.g. example studies are in references [2],
[3], [4], [5]).

In eye imaging, optical coherence tomography (OCT) is
a medical imaging technique dedicated to examining the
healthiness of the human eye. The OCT device utilizes
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LASER radiations to obtain images of the eye’s anatomical
parts, such as the macula or the optic nerve head [6], [7].
The macula comprises the fovea region and three main sec-
tional layers, the retina, choroid, and sclera. These all exhibit
natural curvature shape as illustrated in figures in the method
section. Macula is the retina’s center, responsible for high
color-resolution vision (i.e. high acuity). Therefore, any dam-
age to the macula will impair color vision and may cause
blindness [8]. For example, Age-related Macular Degener-
ation (AMD) is one of the common aging diseases that
may blur vision due to defects in the macula. The global
prevalence of blindness caused by AMD is responsible for
about 8.7% of all blindness cases [9], while the global annual
incidence of early and late AMD, respectively, is estimated
between 0.2% and 1.6% of the cases [10].

Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is an
extension to the OCT device that can be conducted without
the need for dye injections. The OCTA utilizes the varia-
tions in the OCT signal’s amplitude due to blood flow to
generate the OCT angiograms (i.e. OCTA images) [11], [40].
For the macula region, the OCTA scan generates projections
of the macula’s vascular network (i.e. the choriocapillaris
and choroid vasculature) at preset depths, permitting the
ophthalmologists to diagnose and follow up on different eye
diseases in the macula region [11], [12], [13], [14], [40].
Therefore, the research in OCTA is evolving. Despite the
OCTA’s exceptional clinical advantages, ophthalmologists
and OCTA scientists argue that there is still work yet to be
done to enhance the display of the macula’s blood vessels.
The challenge remains to: (1) consider the natural curva-
ture of the macula region; (2) generate successive OCTA
views within all distinct macula layers; and (3) enhance
the visibility of blood flow at all depths but particularly at
the slowest detectable signal drift (i.e. the outer retina and
choriocapillaris) [11], [40]. Another OCTA confronts design-
ing algorithms for performing an auto segmentation of the
vascular proliferation, producing quantitative parameters, and
providing 3D volumetric assessments of choroidal vessels,
in addition to reducing image artifacts [11], [15].

The CMIP methods can address some of these OCTA
challenges. In literature, many CMIP methods suc-
cessfully automatically segment the macula’s vascula-
ture [16], [17], [18]. These methods cover automatic
or semi-automatic segmentation algorithms designed on
both the macro and micro macula’s vasculature levels.
Some researchers suggested extending the OCTA seg-
mentation tasks by producing quantification parameters
[17], [19], [20], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], such as OCTA
vessels’ length, area density, and diameters. Some studies
moved beyond the segmentation and quantitative analysis
toward exploring the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tech-
niques such as Deep Learning [21], [22], [23], [46], [48] and
Machine Learning [24], [47] to classify the delineated vas-
culature regions into normal or abnormal. These efforts have
led to the proposal of computer-aided-detection algorithms
for some macula diseases such as Diabetic Retinopathy [24].

Additionally, other researchers investigated the use of 3D
volumetric assessment to generate a 3D volume of specified
macula’s zones (e.g. Fovea Plana) [25], 3D presentation of the
entire macula’s vessels [26], [27], [49], [50], [51], 3D shape
modeling of the macula’s microvasculature [28], [52], or 3D
metrics of the macula’s vessel density [29] and surface [30].
However, considering the 3D shape of the macula, displaying
sequential OCTA frames within each macula’s layers, and
improving the display of vessels at deep regions (i.e. the
choroid capillaries), still need addressing.

This paper presents a method to solve these three OCTA
challenges. The proposed method utilizes CMIP procedures
to reconstruct ‘‘sequential coronal displays’’ of the macula.
The resulting enface sequential displays would allow physi-
cians to observe blood vessel diffusion at every 5µm succes-
sivemacula penetrations. Thus, the impact of themacula’s 3D
curvature shape on the OCTA views can now be visualized.
To the best of our knowledge, the OCTA coronal displays
have not been presented in the literature. Then, the paper
investigates applying aMATLAB function to enhance the dis-
play of blood vessels at all macula depths, including the deep
retina and choroid capillaries. The applied function allows for
selecting and then enhancing the presentation of blood vessels
of targeted diameter (micro or macro), which could also help
in the OCTA clinic. The method was applied to 20 OCTA
scans from the public OCTA500 dataset, which was acquired
with two possible OCTAfields of view (FOV) at 3×3mm and
6×6mm from the OptoVue OCTAmachine (the RTVue-XR,
OptoVue, Canada). The 20 subjects cover the five common
macula disorders, OD and OS eyes, and two FOVs. Normal
subjects were also considered. The experimental results have
shown benefits in ophthalmology, suggesting solutions to the
research problems.

II. MATERIALS
A. THE OCT AND OCTA OPHTHALMIC VIEWS
The interference of the reflected and transmitted LASER
beams is employed to generate an ophthalmic view in the
OCT and OCTA scans [40], as illustrated in equation (1).
Both scans display the B-scan of the macula, a series of
macula’s A-scans (i.e. axial cross-sections) of the main four
macula regions: the foveola, fovea, parafovea, and peri-
fovea [6], yielding an ophthalmic 3D view of the macula. The
OCT B-scan enables the physicians to examine the macula’s
structural layers, Internal Limiting Membrane (ILM), Nerve
Fiber Layer (NFL), Ganglion cell (GC), Inner Plexiform layer
(IPL), Inner Nuclear (IN), Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL),
Outer Nuclear (ON), External Limiting Membrane (ELM),
Myoid Zone, Ellipsoid zone, Interdigitation Zone, and the
Brush Complex (BC) [6], [7]. In contrast, the OCTA B-scan
enables ophthalmologists to examine the macula’s vascu-
lature [11], [13], [14]. This is achieved by monitoring the
variations in the OCT signals of the same A-Scan multiple
times to detect the presence of blood flow [12], as seen
in equation (2). Then, the OCTA machine generates four
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FIGURE 1. Examples of the four OCTA macula projections obtained from normal OD subject, using the OptoVue OCTA machine.

high-resolution (micron-level) 2D angiograms that demon-
strate the projection of the blood vessels proliferation at preset
macula’s enface depths (i.e. slabs), the superficial capillary
plexus, the deep capillary plexus, the outer retina, and the
choroid capillaries. Fig. 1 demonstrates example images of
these four OCTAmacula projectionmaps from anOD normal
subject obtained from the OptoVue OCTA machine.

ID(k) = S(K) =

N∑
n=1

√
RnRR(cos2Kzn). (1)

where: ID(K), S(K), K, Rn, RR, and zn are the spectral inter-
ferogram, the optical power density of the LASER source,
modulation frequency, power reflectivity of the sample at
position zn, the reflectivity of reference mirror, depth posi-
tion, respectively, while n=1 to N is the number of depth
positions.

Flow (x, z) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(I i (x, z) − Imean) . (2)

where Ii(x,z) is the intensity value in the i-th A-scan at lateral
location ‘‘x’’ and depth position ‘‘z’’, and Imean is the average
intensity value over the same set of pixels.

B. OCTA500 DATASET
Li et al. published a dataset of both the OCT and
OCTA macula examinations and made it publicly accessible
at https://ieee-dataport.org/open-access/octa-500 [32], [33]
under the name ‘‘OCTA500’’. The dataset was accessed after
receiving permission from the authors. The dataset contains
raw macula’s ophthalmic 3D volumes showing the OCT
and OCTA B-scans for 500 subjects. Two imaging ranges
for two FOVs were considered, the 3 × 3×3mm (200 sub-
jects) and the 6 × 6×3mm (300 Subjects). The former was
denoted as OCTA-3M,while the latter was denoted as OCTA-
6M. The dataset contains both normal and abnormal cases.
The abnormal cases include five different macula diseases,
Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD), Choroidal Neo-
vascularization (CNV), Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), Central
Serous Chorioretinopathy (CSC), and Retinal Vein Occlusion

TABLE 1. Description of The experimental dataset.

(RVO). The OCTA-3M contains the OCT and OCTAB-scans
for 200 subjects diagnosed as AMD, CNV, DR, or normal
cases. In Comparison, the OCTA-6M contains the OCT and
OCTA B-scans for 300 subjects diagnosed as either AMD,
CNV, DR, CSC, RVO, or normal cases.

All the subjects were obtained and diagnosed with the
RTVue-XR spectral domain OCT machine (the RTVue-
XR, OptoVue, Canada), which utilizes a 70KHz LASER
beam of 840nm wavelength and a split-spectrum amplitude-
decorrelation angiography (SSADA) algorithm to extract the
OCTA information. The A-scan rate was 70,000 scans per
second. The system’s spatial resolution was 5µm and 15µm
for the axial and transversal axes, respectively. The A-scan
depth was approximated to 3mm. The dataset was generated
accordingly to the ethical principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the institutional human Sub-
jects Committee [32], [33].

To sustain the results’ validity, one OD and one OS subject
were randomly selected from each clinical category in the
OCTA500. The age of the subjects was in ranged from 50 to
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FIGURE 2. The block diagram of the proposed CMIP method.

60 years old. This criterion was employed due to the preva-
lence of eye diseases in those aged 50 years and more [8], [9].
In case a sample was not found (i.e.50 to 60 years old), the
oldest subject in the category was selected. TABLE 1 shows
the description of these subjects.

Since the OCTA and OCT scan in the OCTA500 originally
has different image resolutions, their volumes were resized
using bilinear interpolation, so they all have the same size of
304×304×640px and 400×400×640px for both the OCTA-
3M and OCTA-6M cases, respectively [32]. This means that
each OCTA-3M case consists of 304 macula A-scans, each
of which is 304 × 640px as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly,
each OCTA-6M consists of 400 A-scans, each of which is
400 × 640px. Therefore, the transversal resolution for the
OCTA-6M is equal to 15µm (i.e. 6mm/400px), while it is
almost 10µm (i.e. 3mm/304px) for the OCTA-3M. Both
OCTA-3M and OCTA-6M have the same depth information
roughly equal to 5µm (i.e. 3mm/640 px).

III. METHOD
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram illustrating the proposed CMIP
method to solve the research problems. The proposed method
consists of three steps. The first step is a preparatory step to
combine the OCT and OCTA B-Scans. The second CMIP
step involves reconstructing OCT and OCTA coronal dis-
plays. In contrast, the third CMIP step involves enhancing the
appearance of themacula’s blood vessels based on their width
(i.e. the micro and macro blood vessels). The second step
is fully automated without intervention by the user, whereas
the third step prompts the user to preset the requested blood
vessels’ width according to his/her investigation interest.

A. STEP-1- SIDE-BY-SIDE OCTA AND OCT B-SCANS
For each subject in TABLE 1, the 304 × 304×640px OCT
and OCTA B-scans were concatenated horizontally, yield-
ing side-by-side B-scans. The images in the red frames in
Fig. 2 demonstrate examples. The new 3D volume is called
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TABLE 2. The 3d dimensions of the 3d volumes of the original and resulting macula vasculature views.

‘‘Side-by-Side-B-Scans’’. It is 304×(304 × 2)×640px in
size for each OCT-3M case and 400×(400 × 2)×640px in
size for each OCT-6M case. TABLE 2 illustrates the size
of the 3D volumes before and after applying this prelimi-
nary step to all subjects. This step is a preparatory step, but
it is essential for the following steps. Section IV provides
further explanation. The table also records the size of 3D
volumes resulting from the other steps in the proposed CMIP
method

B. STEP-2- GENERATION OF THE MACULA’S CORONAL
VIEWS
The Side-by-Side-B-scan video was re-sliced from top to
bottom. This was performed, so that the original image res-
olution was retained (i.e. without interpolation). Thus, the
orthogonal information at X, Y, and Z information remain
unchanged, as seen in Fig.2. Consequently, a Side-by-Side-
B-Scans 3D volume that has the size of 304 × 608×640px
becomes a 640 × 608×304px 3D volume for any OCT-3M
case (TABLE 2). Similarly, the macula’s coronal volume for
any OCTA-6M cases is 640×800×400px (TABLE 2). To the
best of our knowledge, this methodology of generating the
macula ophthalmic coronal views has not been presented in
the literature.

From medical imaging science technology, slicing axial
slices from top to bottom should produce coronal views. The
images with blue frames in Fig. 2 demonstrate examples of
the resulting coronal views. Accordingly, if this step was
applied to OCTA B-Scan only, one should be able to display
the enface macula’s vasculature (i.e. the vasculature coronal
views).Whereas, if this stepwas applied to OCTB-Scan only,
one should be able to visualize the coronal views of both the
macula histology and the macula vasculatures. The result-
ing reconstructed video was labeled as the OCT and OCTA
‘‘Macula-Coronal-Volume’’.

C. STEP-3-: IMAGE ENHANCEMENTS OF MACULA BLOOD
VESSEL
A MATLAB library contains a function that is called ‘‘fiber-
metric’’, which can be used to enhance any elongated and
tubular structures in an intensity (grey levels) image using
Hessian-based multiscale filtering [34], [35], as illustrated in
equation (3).

Hij (x, s) = s2I (x) ∗
∂2

∂xi∂xj
G (x, s) for i, j = 1, . . . ,D.

(3)

where I(x) is the intensity of a D-dimensions image, Hij(x,s)
is the Hessian of I(x) at ‘‘x’’ and scale ‘‘s’’, i,j=1 . . .D,

and G(x,s) is the D-variate Gaussian while ‘‘∗’’ denotes
convolution. The eigenvalues λij are obtained through the
eigenvalue decomposition eigH(x,s) leading to the D×D
matrix. Thus, for a 2D image (D=2), a 2×2matrix is obtained
for each pixel. The elongated structures are enhanced every-
where |λ2| ≫ |λ1| happens. Jerman et al proved that this filter
outperforms the other seven enhancement functions in three
different clinical applications, fundus vasculature, thoracic
CT lung vasculature, and X-Ray DSA cerebral vasculature
[35]. For fundus images, which is the image of the interior
surface of the eye opposite the lens, the filter remarkably
highlights the blood vessels [35]. In this paper, theMCVs also
contain blood vasculatures as in the fundus images, but at suc-
cessive macula depths. This processing step aims to explore
the application of this filter on the results from the prior step.
Therefore, to evaluate the responses, the contrast before and
after applying the filter was calculated (equation (4)). A value
of one was added to the minimum value in case it was equal
to zero.

MCVContrast =
MaxIntnsity
MinIntensity

(4)

The filter is available in the MATLAB library Ver.2019a.
It computes the likeliness of an image region to contain ridges
in the image. It needs four inputs: the 2D gray image, condi-
tion of the required tubular structure thickness, object polarity
(Dark objects on a bright background or Bright objects on
dark background), and structure sensitivity (threshold to dif-
ferentiate tubular structure from background). It was applied
to OCTA macula coronal volume only. The aim is to enhance
the visibility of vessels in all frames. The function has a
user-adjustable preset variable that determines the requested
tubular structures’ thickness, which needs improvement.
In this paper, two thicknesses were tested, based on 10px and
3px, as seen in Fig. 2. The former is used to enhance the blood
vessels whose maximum width is 100µm (10px×10µm),
while the latter is used to enhance the blood vessels whose
maximum width is 30µm (3px×10µm). These calculations
are based on the fact that the Optovue machine exhibits
10µm transversal resolution for 3 × 3mm FOV. For the
6×6mm FOV, which exhibits a 15µm transversal resolution,
the maximum width of the enhanced blood vessels becomes
either 150µm (10px×15µm) or 45µm (3px×15µm). There-
fore, the function was applied twice, once for each requested
thickness. The resulting two OCTA macula coronal volumes
were concatenated into a single 3D volume presenting the
enhanced OCTA macula’s blood vessels (the enhanced 3px
view is placed on the left while the 10px view is placed on
the right). The images in brown frames in Fig. 2 illustrate
examples.
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TABLE 3. The results supplementary video.

D. TORTUOSITY CALCULATION OF MACULA BLOOD
VESSELS
Several OCTA quantification metrics can be calculated from
OCTA volume such as various vessel density measures (e.g.
perfusion density, binarized vessel density or vessel area
density, skeletonized vessel density), complexity measures
(e.g. vessel tortuosity, fractal dimension, branching point
index), and area and shape measurements of specific regions
(e.g. the foveal avascular zone or any segmented neovascular
lesions) [40]. These metrics imply clinical perspectives in the
assessment of disease progression and their documentation in
comparison to normal findings [40].

Tortuosity (τ ) is a measure that is often used to quantify
blood vessels’ shape in retina images [41]. In this paper, it was
chosen as a representative of other OCTA metrics. The aim
was to assess the possibility to calculate the OCTA metrics
from the proposedMCVs. Several calculationmethods can be
used to calculate the vessels’ tortuosity [41] such as equation
(5), which was implemented by applying three processes to
each MCV. First, each MCV is threshold to segment blood
vessels. The threshold was set to 5% higher than the back-
ground. Then, a skeletonizing function was applied, and all
vessels less than 5px were discarded. After that, the average
‘‘τ ’’ for all vessels is calculated for each MCV. This was
applied to all 640MCVs in each subject. The code is attached
as a supplementary file (MATLAB code -2- ).

Tortousity =

∑
VesselLength∑

Vessel Eucledian Distance
, (5)

E. PROGRAM PLATFORMS
The method was implemented using the ImageJ platform
(Step-1 and 2) and the MATLAB platform 2019a (Step -3-
and the tortuosity calculations). Two MATLAB codes are

added as supplement files. All steps were processed in a
personal computer (PC) with the following main specifica-
tions: Intel®_CoreTM i7-6500U CPU@2.5GHz, 2 Core(s),
4 Logical Processor(s), 64 bits, and 8.00 GB RAM.

IV. RESULTS
The proposed method was applied to all cases in TABLE 1.
The experiments generated a set of 640 OCTA coronal frames
(3D volume) for steps -2- and -3-, which were described in
the methodology section (section III), making them impossi-
ble to present in the body of the manuscript. Thus, all the
resulting 3D volumes were saved as animation files using
the ‘‘MP4’’ and ‘‘AVI’’ video formats. The ‘‘MP4’’ videos
were reported in the attached files, while the ‘‘AVI’’ high-
resolution videos are available on the IEEE DataPort web-
site: https://dx.doi.org/10.21227/gx1z-tj11 [31]. This was
done due to the storage size limit of supplementary videos.
TABLE 3 provides a summary of the attached videos (3D
volumes) resulting from each step to make referring to these
files easier.

The first step was applied as a preparatory step to address-
ing the research problems. It aims at managing the OCTA and
OCT signals to be processed simultaneously but separately.
Fig. 3 illustrates a ‘‘Still-Frame’’ from one of the frames in
the B-Scan from an AMD OD subject (case No. 3). Two
advantages are achieved by this step. First, the OCTA signals
(i.e. macula vasculature signals) are isolated from the influ-
ence of the adjacent OCT signals (i.e. macula constant tissue
signals) in all A-scans. Second, the OCTA signals are not
superimposed on OCT signals. Thus, this would improve the
success of any next image processing step. Twenty video files
are attached as supplements to show the resulting side-by-side
OCT and OCTA B-scans of all subjects. In TABLE 3, they
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FIGURE 3. A Still-Frame of the Side-by-Side OCTA and OCT B-Scans for an
AMD case (Subject #3) with image resolutions.

FIGURE 4. A Still-Frame of the resulting MCV from Step-2 (top images)
and the Enhanced MCV (3 and 10 px) from Step-3- (Subject #3).

are denoted with the string ‘‘Results-Step-1-’’ followed by
the word ‘‘diagnosis’’, OD or OS, and the ‘‘size’’ of the FOV.
The video files were organized based on the case number in
TABLE 1. Thus, a corresponding number is added at the start
of the file name.

The second step was applied to all the Side-by-Side-B-
Scans 3D volumes to generate a ‘‘Macula-Coronal-Volume’’.
This step resulted in OCT and OCTA coronal frames at all
depths of the macula’s structures, yielding 640 frames for
each case. Thus, this step displays the sectional coronal mac-
ula vasculature through themacula layers’ depths: ILM,NFL,
GC, IPL, IN, OPL, ON, ELM, and BC. According to medical
imaging science, the signals (i.e. information) at the X, Y,

and Z coordinates remain unchanged in all orthogonal views
(i.e. sagittal, axial, and coronal) of any 3D medical imaging
examination. Thus, the Z-coordinate in the OCT and OCTA
B-Scans, which is the axial depth information, becomes the
slice thickness of all coronal views, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.
Therefore, the resulting slice thickness for eachMCV is equal
to the axial resolution of the OCTAmachine, which is 5µm in
the OptoVue OCTA device (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 illustrates a ‘‘Still-
Frame’’ of an MCV from the OCTA and OCT MCVs for the
same AMD case (subject #3) in Fig. 3. The upper two images
in Fig. 4 show the resulting MCV after applying step -2-.
The bottom two images show the enhancedMCV of applying
step-3-, as will be explained later in the following sections.

The results of applying Step-2- to all subjects in TABLE 1
are included in the supplementary videos as it is impractical to
present the 640 frames for each subject in themain text. These
are labeled with the string ‘Result-Step-2+3-’ at the begin-
ning of the name of each file, as illustrated in TABLE 3. The
videos were organized to match their number in TABLE 1
(e.g. the file name ‘‘08-Results-Step-2+3’’ corresponds to
subject No. ‘‘08’’). It is important to note that the regions in
the front of and behind the macula do not give OCTA signals
and thus appear black. Therefore, the onset and the ending
of the MCVs show tens of images appearing as black, as can
be noticed in all videos resulting from applying step-2- and
step-3-.

In step 3, the vessel enhancement function was applied to
the OCTA MCVs only, as shown in Fig. 2. This step was
applied twice at 10px and 3px, as explained in the method.
The step resulted in generating two 3D volumes, each of
which is 640 × 304×304px in size (see TABLE 2). The
first 3D volume demonstrates the enhancement of vessels
whose maximumwidth is 10px (bottom-right of Fig 4), while
the second 3D volume shows the enhancement of vessels
whose maximum width is 3px (bottom-left of Fig 4). The
applied MATLAB function succeeded in suppressing the
regions associated with the macula’s structures while high-
lighting the appearance of the macula’s blood vessels. This
happened at various depths including the deep regions (i.e.
the outer retina and the choroid capillaries). The resulting two
3D volumes were concatenated side by side, yielding a 3D
volume of 640×(304×2)×304px (TABLE 2). This 3DOCTA
volumewas called ‘‘Enhanced Blood Vessels’’. Thus, another
20 video files were generated to demonstrate the results from
all 20 subjects. They were concatenated to the 3D volumes
resulting from applying step -2- so that both results from
step-2- and step-3- appear in one animation video, as shown
in Fig 4. Each video shows the 640 MCVs for each subject
before and after applying the enhancement step. The contrast
for each MCV on all subjects was calculated. Fig. 5 plots
the average contrast values for the same MCV of all subjects
before and after applying the enhancement filter. It illustrates
that there is approximately up to two folds gain in the MCVs’
contrast after applying the enhancement filter.

Finally, the skeletonizing step was applied to all 640 OCTA
MCVs in each subject. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of
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FIGURE 5. Chart of the average contrast in all MCVs for all subjects before and after applying the 3px and 10px enhancement filter (Step -3-).

FIGURE 6. Example of the Blood vessels skeleton after segmenting and
skeletonizing the MCV (Subject #6, MCV #288).

the resulting blood vessel skeleton in one of the MCVs.
Then, the average tortuosity of all vessels present in each
MCV is calculated for all subjects, as illustrated in the
supplementary EXCEL file. Fig. 7 plots a chart show-
ing the average tortuosity value for all MCVs of all
subjects.

V. DISCUSSION
This paper continues the ongoing research in this field
which aims to employ CMIP procedures that gen-
erate new ophthalmic 3D visualizations from OCT
machines [36], [37], [38]. The proposed method in Fig. 2
includes three CMIP steps to solve some of the current OCTA
challenges and limitations [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. The
preparatory first step is to put the OCT and OCTA B-scans
side by side, as seen in Fig. 3. This step permits assessing the
outcome of applying CMIP on OCTA and OCT signals sep-
arately. The second step reconstructs 5µm sectional MCVs
visualizing the macula vasculature 3D propagation, as seen in
the supplementary videos. Thus, this step permits depicting
the macula vasculature at consecutive (i.e. successive slice
thickness) enface macula depths. This could offer significant
importance as it enables physicians to examine the 3D blood
flow in the vessels at every 5µm depth (the OCTA machine’s

axial resolution). Therefore, three important findings can be
concluded. First, the ophthalmologists can now monitor each
5µm distinct macula’s sequential sections. Second, the 3D
diffusion of the macula defect can be observed. Third, the 3D
curvature nature of the macula region becomes noticeable
and inspectable. Consequently, the sectional MCVs should
help physicians determine the precise transversal and axial
location of macula’s vasculature disorder if occurs. In other
words, the 3D diffusion of macula vasculature can be moni-
tored. Therefore, it is rational to conclude that the sectional
MCVs present a suggested solution for the first two research
problems (i.e. the need to consider the natural arch of the
macula in the OCTA display, and the need to display the
OCTA successive individual sections in the macula’s layers).
This is the major contribution of this paper. It permits ’’3D
tracking’’ of the spreading of macula vasculature at 5µm
sequential axial depths.

On the other hand, step-3 helps enhance the appearance of
the vessels in the MCVs. This step is user-dependent and can
be performed based on the required blood vessel widths that
the examiner can preset. In this work, the blood vessels of
widths ranging from 30 to 100µm were assessed for OCTA-
3M and from 45 to 150µm for OCTA-6M. The results were
profitable on all MCVs resulting from the previous step for
all subjects, as shown in Fig. 4 and the supplementary videos.
This step highlighted the blood vessels’ appearance at all
macula depths, including those in the outer retina and BM.
Fig. 5 demonstrates that this enhancement filter yields gain
in enhancing the contrast of the 3px and 10px blood vessels.
Although there is more enhancement in 3px than the 10px
vessels, this could still aid physicians in the diagnosis process
at the OCTA clinic. Other vessels, that are 3px to 10px in
diameter, will also be enhanced. Thus, this paper’s second
contribution is that applying the suggested MATLAB func-
tion to MCVs could provide a solution for the third research
challenge (i.e. the need to improve/enhance the display of
the blood vessels at the deep macula layers). It is important
to emphasize that this step is not a segmentation of blood
vessels. However, it can still be used as an effective method
for preprocessing before any segmentation steps that could be
conducted later, such as thresholding [16], [17], [18].
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FIGURE 7. Chart of the average tortuosity in all MCVs for all subjects.

Furthermore, the 640 MCVs have a potential consequence
advantage. It should allow the physician (or the OCTA device
preset panel) to generate projections at any depth. Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9 show an example where the first 220 MCVs and the
last 180 MCVs were averaged in terms of their intensity to
display the ‘‘black’’ regions in front of and behind the macula
(i.e. no OCTA signal), while every 10 MCVs in the remain-
ing 240 MCVs were also averaged in terms of their intensity
to show projections of macula slabs. Since each MCV shows
a 5µm slice thickness (Section III), each macula projection
in Fig. 8 and 9 displays vessels in 50µm macula thickness
(10 × 5µm=50µm thickness). In Comparison, the onset and
end projections display 1100µm (220× 5µm=1100µm) and
900µm (180 × 5µm=900µm), respectively. Fig. 8 and 9 are
also attached as supplement files illustrating the full-scale
images for further clarification. It is important to remark
that the physician may apply average intensity of less or
more than 10 MCVs. Therefore, those two figures demon-
strate a futuristic advantage in Comparison to Fig. 1. The
images in Fig. 1, which were also obtained from the OptoVue
OCTA machine, are the standard projections of several tens
of microns of macula thickness. Thus, the depth of infor-
mation is lost. For example, if a macula disorder was to
happen at a deep location, then it may either be hidden by
the above and lower healthy macula, or it may not be easily
perceived. On the contrary, the method in this paper permits
the accumulation of any number of MCVs, which sustains
the significance and applicability of the proposed CMIP
method.

From a technical point of view, all the subjects in TABLE 1
was obtained from an OptoVue OCTA machine that employs
an 840nm LASER beam, SSADA algorithm, 70,000 A-scans
per second, axial resolution of 5µm, transversal resolution
of 10 or 15µm, and A-scan depth of ∼3mm. Although all
the latter factors impact the quality of the OCTA images
from different vendors [39], the proposed method utilizes
straightforward CMIP procedures independent of these fac-
tors. The method is anticipated to operate correctly on other

OCTA machines manufactured by other vendors as far as the
OCTA examination is feasible (e.g. Topcon or Heidelberg).
Furthermore, if the OCTA signal resolution were improved
by one mean or another, as requested in the references
[6], [7], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], the results of the CMIP
method would be expected to become even more apparent.
This is future research that would emphasize the robustness
of the method.

From a patient point of view, the results were independent
of OCTA FOV and patients’ anthropometric characteristics
such as age, sex, or whether it is applied to the right or left
eye of the patient. The method is anticipated to work consis-
tently if the OCT/OCTAB-Scans is feasible. This sustains the
robustness of the method.

Clinically, the proposed method was applied to subjects
with five different common macula diseases (TABLE 1).
Local and international expert physicians (third and fourth
coauthors) revised the results from all subjects. They reported
that the proposed CMIP procedures presented futuristic new
ophthalmic visualization of successive 5µm sectional MCVs
of any OCTA exam. Not only would the 5µm sequential
enface MCVs help to diagnose the 3D diffusion of the mac-
ula defects, but it could reveal further findings that may be
missed. For instance, in one of the AMD cases (Subject #3),
the physicians noticed the presence of a huge retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE) detachment, as seen in Fig. 10, pinpointing
an abnormal retinal vasculature lesion. In another AMD case
(Subject #4), the physicians also noticed the presence of a
choroidal neovascular (CNV) membrane lesion, as seen in
Fig. 11. Additionally, in one of the DR cases (Subject #7),
they noticed the presence of an irregular foveal avascular
zone (FAZ) and an area of no perfusion, as seen in Fig. 12.
A possible other macula disorders were also noticed in the
RVO and CSC cases (subjects #17-20). For all subjects, the
ophthalmologists claimed that the methodology could help
determine the disease’s precise axial and transversal 3D loca-
tion and 3D size. They argued that this could be a futur-
istic advantage and benefit in OCTA clinics (detection and
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FIGURE 8. The projections of average MCVs from OCT and OCTS B-scans after applying Step-2-. The average intensity of MCVs in front of and behind
the macula is denoted in red frames, while every image denoted by blue frames represents the average intensity of 10 MCVs.

follow-up of macula diseases). Therefore, the proposed
method is anticipated to be neutral to the type of macula
disease. This can be considered another contribution to the
robustness of our method. A prospective clinical trial is
needed to sustain these expectations of success. However, the
physicians also reported that a common OCTA artifact is still
present in the MCVs. The shadow of large blood vessels at
ILM appears as black vessels at deep MCVs. The elimination
of this artifact also needs to be addressed in future research.
Experimenting on a local dataset is another future research.

The vessels’ tortuosity (τ ), which is one of the OCTAmet-
rics [40], [41], can be calculated from the MCVs, as seen in
Figure 7. This chart (Fig. 7) shows different amounts of ‘‘τ ’’
at different depths. It can be noticed that there is a ‘‘general’’
gradual increase in ‘‘τ ’’ as the MCVs cross the macula, then
it is followed by a ‘‘general’’ gradual decrease in ‘‘τ ’’ as
the MCVs leave the macula region. This remark addresses
the fact that the curvature shape of the macula should make
each 5µm MCV contain only partial amounts of the macula
vasculature. While this would permit perceiving the blood
vessels network in sequential 5µm depths (as explained in
previous paragraphs), it could also permit calculating the

OCTA metrics at sequential 5µm depths. This is a futuristic
advantage of the MCVs. However, the calculated ‘‘τ ’’ val-
ues are higher than the tortuosity indexes reported in refer-
ence [41], though the same method was used (equation 5).
This can be attributed to many technical factors. The first,
but the major reason, is the fact that in reference [41] the ‘‘τ ’’
was calculated from projections of tens of µm thicknesses
in the macula such as those in Fig. 1. In such case, the
OCTA projections would have more number of vessels than
each 5µm MCV would have. Once there is a high number
of vessels in the OCTA image, the vessels would become
intersected and overlappedwhich in such cases would shorten
both the calculated vessels’ lengths and the vessels’ Euclidian
distances in equation 5. Thus, a small value of ‘‘τ ’’ would
result. In contrast, a higher ‘‘τ ’’ value would result from some
5µm MCVs due to the uninterested elongated blood vessels
that are displayed according to coronal views entering and
leaving the macula circular shape. Another major factor is the
fact that the calculated ‘‘τ ’’ values in Fig. 7 imply both the
variety of disease severities in the 20 subjects (Normal and
Abnormal OCTA subjects) and the two possible FOVs (3M
and 6MOCTA scans from OptoVue OCTAmachine), as seen
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FIGURE 9. The projections of average MCVs of OCTA B-scan after applying Step-3-. The average intensity of enhanced MCVs in front of and behind the
macula is denoted in red frames, while every image denoted by blue frames represents the average intensity of 10 enhanced MCVs.

in the Excel supplement file. In contrast, in reference [41], the
authors utilized the ROSE dataset that contains only healthy
control and Alzheimer’s disease group [53]. Also, the sub-
jects are all obtained from OptoVue and Heidelberg OCTA
machines utilizing only the 3M FOV scan. The blood vessels
would appear larger in the 6M FOV, resulting in larger ‘‘τ ’’
values. The final technical factor, but with a marginal effect
that we expect, is the image binarization method that could
impact calculating the tortuosity index of any OCTA image.

Other OCTA metrics were reported in the literature,
such as the vessel or perfusion density, vessel area den-
sity, and skeletonized vessel density or vessel length
index [19], [20], [41], [42], [43], [45]. They were eval-
uated to assess the integrity (i.e. normal) or the disrup-
tion (i.e. abnormal) of the macula vasculature, which is not
the objective of this paper. Furthermore, they were calcu-
lated on slabs of macula thicknesses encompassing tens of
microns, not from the 5 µm MCVs. Fig. 7 suggests that
these OCTA metrics could be explored on the 5µm MCVs,
but this would extend the paper and deviate it to other
research problems. Additionally, the tortuosity index and the
OCTA metrics could be derived from all the 5 µm MCVs

FIGURE 10. A Still-Frame from MCVs of AMD case showing two lesions. A:
abnormal vascular configuration. B: Pigment Epithelial Detachment.

and then fed to an artificial intelligence scheme (e.g. deep
learning or machine learning) to facilitate designing medical
decision support systems similar to some papers in litera-
ture [21], [22], [23], [24], [46], [47], [48]. The evaluation
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FIGURE 11. A Still-Frame from MCVs of OS AMD case showing choroidal
Neovascular (CNV) Membrane.

FIGURE 12. A Still-Frame from MCVs of OS DR case showing two lesions.
Foveal Avascular Zone (FAZ) and focal area of loss of capillaries (B).

of calculating the OCTA metrics on all MCVs needs further
separate research.

Finally, in the literature, there are reports assessing the
impact of the 3D representation of macula blood ves-
sels [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [49], [50], [51], [52].
These methods were based on surface and volumetric ren-
dering [25], [28], [29], [30], [49], [50], [52] of the original
3D OCTA volume or they interpolated the 3D representation
from 2D OCTA B-scans [26], [27], [51]. They succeeded in
generating a 3D depiction of the macula’s volume [25], [26],
[27], [49], [50], [51], or they developed methods to generate
a 3D shape model [28], map [29], [52], and surfacing the
macula vasculature [30]. Similar to the OCTA quantitative
metrics discussion in the preceding paragraph, the aim was
to assess the 3D integrity or the disruption of the mac-
ula blood vessels. In contrast, this paper presents a method
that should help ophthalmologists observe and identify the
orthogonal location and spread, the axial and transversal
diffusion, of the macula’s normal and pathological condi-
tions. The MCVs may participate successfully in the 3D

representation of the entire macula as in literature research
[25], [28], [29], [30], [49], [50], [52], but this also needs a
different research proposal.

In summary, the proposed CMIP procedures allow the 3D
tracking of blood vessels at all macula depths. The MCVs
improve the monitoring of the precise transversal and axial
location and diffusion of defects in the macula. This is
expected to benefit the OCTA clinics to detect or follow up
on macula disorders. The suggested scenario is to generate an
animation of all 5µm sectional MCVs, similar to the displays
in imaging other human organs. Thus, the ophthalmologists
would observe the orthogonal views of macula vasculature.
Based on the observational results, the 3D natural curvature
of the macula and the series of coronal sections in all macula
layers become visualized. The quantitative measure provides
an indicator of the worthiness of the observational findings
and anticipates the possibility of calculating other OCTA
metrics from the 5µm MCVs. Further research about the
worthiness of theMCVs inOCTA clinics needs to be extended.

VI. CONCLUSION
This experimental work proposes a novel CMIP method to
solve the current challenges and limitations of OCTA dis-
plays. The proposed method generates coronal views from
OCT and OCTA B-scans to allow the ophthalmologists to
track the macula vasculature 3D diffusion at any macula
spatial distance and axial depth. Furthermore, the circular
nature of the macula’s oval-shaped becomes apparent, which
allows viewing the 3D proliferation of macula vasculature.
These two advantages could give physicians a comprehensive
understanding of the 3D distribution of macula vasculature
in OCT clinics. Additionally, the method uses a MATLAB
function that successfully highlights the blood vessels at
all macula depths, including deep layers. The experimental
results have demonstrated that the method is robust and inde-
pendent of the OCTA acquisition parameters, type of macula
disorder, and the examined patient’s OD or OS eye.
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